Platelet Rich Plasma Injection for Soft Tissue Musculoskeletal Pain

The level of English needs to be improved. We can understand what the author is trying to communicate to the reader, but the communication is not professional enough for a journal.

The tables need to be improved.
For table 1, if the item is categorized into a box, it may be more meaningful. Since they all add to 100%, it may be better if they put the 2 complementary parameters side by side.

For Table 2, it is rather confusing when the author places the VAS score range for before and after PRP and one finds that the some of the parameters in the ‘chronic soft tissue inflammation’ exceed the score range stipulated. May be better if the score range is omitted.

For Table 3, should put Mean VAS instead of just Mean.
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Dear Dr Komang Agung Iranto,

Hello, for your information, your manuscript has already been accepted to be published in our journal by our manuscript editor.

This is the final stage of the editorial process. Our copy edited provided a few comments on the manuscript. We will need you to improve on the language aspect of the manuscript before sharing it with the Orthopaedic community all over the world. Please also consider the suggestion for Table 1. We have modified Tables II and III based on the recommendation.